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As a capital city of India New Delhi has various attractive tourist destinations which is highly visited
by the business and vacation travelers daily. This metropolitan city is a home to various categories
of hotels which will serve the requirements of tourists from different backgrounds.

New Delhi Hotels are categorized into different categories like from 5 Star Hotels in Delhi to budget
hotels. These five star hotels are centrally located which are easily accessible and well equipped
with all kind of modern facilities and amenities. But the budget hotels are the decent option for
staying and that should be within your budget. These hotels of the capital city are very much famous
through worldwide due to its matchless service and sophisticated hospitality that will attract the
travelers from every nook and corner of the world.

Tourists can choose the Delhi hotels as per the location which is convenient for them like for a
Business traveler it is very much convenient to choose a hotel near airport and business center. But
for a vacation traveler it is very much suitable to opt a hotel near the tourist places so that they can
easily move the tourist places as per their interest.

Hilton Hotels New Delhi is a famous five star hotel of the capital city which is located at the
Janakpuri .This hotel always welcomes its guests that may be the business travelers and vacation
travelers.Here you can get ultimate comfort and luxury that will never match with any other place.
The spacious room of this hotel is well furnished and equipped with all kind of contemporary
facilities and amenities where you can enjoy your stay. The contemporary room facilities are LCD
TV, Mini bar, high speed internet access etc. You can also enjoy various lip smacking delicious
foods which will be served by the restaurants of this hotel and that will be different countries flavor.

Some other facilities that will be available in Hilton Hotels New Delhi for the guests on the board are
Currency exchange, baby sitting service, Video conferencing, and Laundry and dry cleaning
services etc. The location of this hotel is 15 kms away from the airport and 12 kms away from the
railway station.
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Carol Wilson - About Author:
Author now completely to stay in India just because of its most valuable peace destinations and she
is traveling plan for a 5 Star Hotels in Delhi and share the unexpected view about luxury
destinations of india.She gives advices for world's people stay in Luxury Hotels in India with
cheapest prices specially in a Hilton Hotels New Delhi.
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